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Transforming global energy use to create a clean, prosperous, and secure low-carbon future.

PATHWAYS FOR INNOVATION
THE ROLE OF PILOTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS IN REINVENTING THE UTILITY 

BUSINESS MODEL
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Context

RMI partnered with three 

utilities to identify best 

practices for pilot and 

demonstration projects to 

advance utility innovation
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Pilots vs. demonstrations: what’s the difference, and why does it 

matter?
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Pilots and demos should complement the utility’s strategy 

and fit within an innovation road map
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When has a pilot or demo failed?

“Failure consists of running a pilot 

or demonstration project and 

coming away with inconclusive 

results, or failing to identify and 

capture important lessons”
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Clarify the type of innovation project and design 

accordingly
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Leading utilities are following three principles in updating 

their organizations

Leadership accountability1

Dedicated staffing2

Cross-organization engagement3
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l Part 1: Intro and qualitative discussion of RCTs

l Part 2: Assessment of demand-side  

management (DSM) studies from 1970 – 2012

l Part 3: Updated assessment of DSM studies  

from the ARRA smart grid investment grants

l Part 4: Green Mountain Power example

l Part 5: Formal analysis of RCT design



The first blind experiment

Also one of the most entertaining events in the  

history of science



By David Martin - The White  

House Historical Association,  

Public Domain,  

https://commons.wikimedia.or  

g/w/index.php?curid=9390044

http://arweb5.utmb.edu/ar/Library/

BlockerHistoryofMedicineCollectio

n/

%20BlockerHistoryofMedicineVisu

al/PortraitsandPrints/Lavoisier/tabi

d/965/Default.aspx

By Unknown (French  

school) - Image:Joseph-

Ignace Guillotin (Musée  

Carnavalet).JPG, Public  

Domain,  

https://commons.wikime
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Meta-Analysis

All studies examining effectiveness of threesmart-

grid enabled programs up to 2012:

• In-home displays

• Dynamic pricing

• Automation

32 studies in total
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Risk-of-Bias Assessment

• Medical researchers must assess uncertainty in  

clinical trials

• The Cochrane Collaboration provides guidance on  

systematic reviews (meta-analyses) of clinical  

medical trials

• Those methods were applied to DSM field trials,  

where there were no standards at thetime
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Biases

• Volunteer bias

• Intervention selection bias

• Sequence generation bias

• Allocation concealment bias

• Blinding bias

• Attrition
9



VolunteerBias

• People who volunteer for a study mightrespond  

differently than the generalpopulation

• BC Hydro Power Smart Study
–Those with higher education and income were morelikely  

to volunteer for a pilot test of dynamic pricing and in-

home displays
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Sulyma et al. 2008. Experimental evidence: A residential time of use pilot. In: American Council for an Energy-Efficient  

Economy Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings, pp.292–304.



Intervention SelectionBias

• Participants who select their own treatmentgroup  

might systematically differ fromnon-selectors

• Olympic Peninsula Project
–Participants could choose their favored tariff group(fixed  

rate, time-of-use with critical peak pricing, real-time  

pricing)

Hammerstrom et al. 2007. Pacific Northwest Gridwise Testbed Demonstration Projects. Part I. Olympic Peninsula  

Project. Technical Report, Pacific Northwest NationalLaboratory.
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Blinding Bias

• If participants or researchers know whattreatment  

a person received they may act differently, or be  

treated differently

–People can guess treatment based on the taste of a pill,

leading to differential symptom reporting (knowing they

got aplacebo)

12Karlowski, T. R., Chalmers, T. C., Frenkel, L. D., Kapikian, A. Z., Lewis, T. L., & Lynch, J. M. (1975). Ascorbic acid for the common cold: a  

prophylactic and therapeutic trial. Jama, 231(10), 1038-1042.
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https://www.smartgrid.gov/recovery_act/overview/consumer_behavior_studies.htm 

l

http://www.smartgrid.gov/recovery_act/overview/consumer_behavior_studies.htm




Volunteer bias

Prior to 2012 we had little knowledge of the  

magnitude of the bias (only itsprevalence)

Two studies used opt-out designs

From these twostudies, the magnitude is at least a  

factor of 2
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Blinding & HawthorneEffects

Previous evidence was just on conservation, not peak  

shaving
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Communicating results
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Avista Pilot Projects – Important Points 

• Business Case: 

– Create a business case and charter for every “pilot” 

• Scale and Applicability:

– Design the pilot such that results that can be extrapolated to the entire utility 
system.

• Public-Private partnerships: 

– Financial

– Academic

– Private

– Research Labs

• Customer Participation: 

– Ownership

– Tariffs

– Incentives

• Regulation & Rate Treatment:

– Advocate Value for Utility and Customers

– Roadmap Pilot Strategic Plans

– New Business Models

– Communicate, Communicate, Communicate….



Josh Gould, ConEd
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• Innovation is different because it’s uncertain: 

– Innovation=higher degree of uncertainty, probability of failure vs. “core” utility activities (e.g., building a sub-

station) 

• Uncertainty suggests “ring-fenced” or protections around innovation funding:

– If innovation is different, consider whether capital or spending allowances for innovation should look like “core” 

capital or spending allowances 

– In NY, innovation or demonstration spend treated as “regulatory asset” (10 year capital) to incent utilities to 

take prudent risks and innovate

• Acknowledgment of uncertainty + special regulatory treatment of innovation can be CONSISTENT w/ 

accountability & oversight: 

– Regulators should make utilities identify key problems to be solved by innovation in question

– Require well-designed “experiments” to test these problems

– Transparency & regular reporting on progress and findings

– Test key assumptions early and – if innovation fails – kill projects ASAP!

• Set clear regulatory goals for innovation, clarify process, but allow flexibility within these boundaries: 

– Allow utilities to identify and target their own pain points that align to regulatory goals

– Flexibility begets utility ownership of innovation

– Ownership, in turn, begets utility innovation capability

– When utilities better able to innovate, all stakeholders benefit (e.g., customers, environment, shareholders)

– Partnerships are great but don’t let utilities “outsource” innovation!



Questions? 
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